
EXPERIENCE ITALY -  impressive mountains, unique rivers, countryside villages, 

leafy forests, long coastline among Mediterranean shrub and across sublime islands. 

We tailor-made all tours to your 
group’s specification from travel 
options to hotel selection,          
itineraries, activities, experiences 
all over Italy. Please contact us to 
discuss your requirements.  

Explore each road slowly while cycling, 

leaving enough time for unexpected 

encounters with nature and history, 

enjoy amazing views over the peaks, 

stop at enchanting villages and unique 

vineyards, and savor local specialties' 

with great wine. The choice to travel 

light is repaid with an incomparable 

feeling of freedom.  

Experience nature, explore it in all its 
forms and let yourself be swayed by 

its ancestral beauty and pure outdoor 

spirit. The best way to do it is by 

striking a rhythm between your soul 
and feet while wearing a backpack. 

Mountain hiking leads to the conquer-

ing of summits, high-altitude view-
points and new perspectives. 

Experience fun and adventure at the same time. Explore 

on or under the surface, try countless activities, between 

rivers, woodlands and nature reserves. Every outdoor 

experience inspires excitement and unique emotions. 

Explore the coast on the wings of the wind, discover the 

blue sea and Italy treasures on a sailing boat or even 

joining a regatta sailing challenge! 



 
 
 
 

                                    

Our Destinations:   Italy & Argentina 

We offer following services: 

Tailor-Made Tours 

Events & Wedding Tours 

Spa & Thermal Wellness & Wellbeing 

Thermal Holidays & Pure Relaxation 

Fitness & Yoga 

Food & Wine Tours 

Architectural Tours 

Culture Tours 

Shopping Tours     

Walking & Trekking Tours 

Hiking & Bike Tours 

Horse & Riding Tours 

Golf & Sport Tours 

Truffle Hunting Experience 

Motorcycle Tours 

Vespa & Vintage Tours 

Festival and Opera Tours 

Accommodation 

Excursions & Sightseeing  

Photograph Workshops 

Cooking and Pizza Classes 

Ice-Cream Classes 

And much more… 

 

Travel is our Passion! 

   
             

       +39.329.8631246 mob & whatsapp  
   I – 51016 Montecatini Terme PT 

serena@gulliestours.com                          
www.gulliestours.com 
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